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Marine Inverter TCM40P 
        

   

Product price:  

944,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

TMC40P Marine Inverter 

Marine Inverter TMC40P is the ideal choice for those who want a reliable

high-performance and silent product for your boat.

Key features:

Servo-assisted mechanical conical clutches: guarantee smooth and precise engagement,

without jerks or annoying noises.

Specially designed gears: reduce operating noise to a minimum,

provide smoother running and improved durability.

Generously dimensioned bearings: ensure high reliability and a long service life.

Unprecedented ride smoothness: Enjoy a smooth and comfortable ride, as if you were gliding on
water.

Durability: Rely on the robustness of the TMC40P's gears,

built to last and meet any challenge.

Corrosion resistance: Tackle even the saltiest of waters

with the peace of mind that your marine inverter is built to last.
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Lightweight and robust: The die-cast aluminium body provides maximum strength without
weighing down the marine inverter.

strength without weighing the boat down.

Marine Inverter is not a simple component,

it is the beating heart of your boat, the perfect combination of power and unrivalled reliability. 

OPTIONAL:

Bell housing: available in BW or SAE 5 version

Cotter guard: included for greater system protection

Cable bracket: facilitates installation and maintenance

Technical Specifications Marine TMC40P Inverter

Bell housing: available in BW or SAE 5 version
Cotter guard: included for enhanced system protection
Cable bracket: facilitates installation and maintenance
Maximum motor speed: 4500 Rpm
Maximum motor power: 26 Kw
Maximum power in reverse: limited to 33% of engine power
Reverse ratio: 2.13
Dry weight: 8.8 Kg
Oil quantity: 0.20 L
Oil type: ATF

The TMC40P marine inverter is made of high-quality, corrosion- and wear-resistant materials.

The die-cast aluminium housing guarantees strength and lightness at the same time.

The internal components undergo rigorous quality control to ensure maximum reliability.

If you are looking for a product with similar specifications to Marine Inverter TMC40P click HERE.

Images and technical data purely indicative.
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Product features:  

Dry weight (Kg): 8.8
Maximum motor power: 26 Kw
Maximum motor speed: 4500 Rpm
Oil Quantity: 0.20 L
Type Oil: ATF
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